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Abstract. SPT-3G, the third generation camera on the South Pole Telescope
(SPT), was deployed in the 2016-2017 Austral summer season. The SPT is a
10-meter telescope located at the geographic South Pole and designed for obser-
vations in the millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave regions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. The SPT is primarily used to study the cosmic microwave
background (CMB). The upgraded camera produces an order of magnitude
more data than the previous generations of SPT cameras. The telescope is ex-
pected to collect a petabyte (PB) of data over course of five years, which is
a significantly larger data volume than any other CMB telescope in operation.
The increase in data rate required radical changes to the SPT computing model
both at the South Pole and University of Chicago. This paper will describe the
overall integration of distributed storage and compute resources into a common
interface, deployment of on-site data reduction and storage infrastructure, and
the usage of the Open Science Grid (OSG) by the SPT collaboration.

1 Introduction

The South Pole Telescope (SPT) [1, 2], see Figure 1, is used to observe the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) to uncover important features of our Universe and the physics that gov-
ern it. The SPT is a 10-meter telescope located at the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Amundsen-Scott South Pole station, the best site on Earth for microwave observations, and
is optimized for sensitive, high-resolution measurements of the CMB. It is funded jointly by
NSF and the Department of Energy (DOE).

Since the construction and first light of SPT in 2007, the SPT collaboration has completed
two surveys of the CMB in South Polar sky:

• SPT-SZ: 2500-square-degree survey (2007-2011) [3]

• SPTpol: 500-square-degree survey (2012-2016) [4]
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Figure 1. South Pole Telescope. Credit: NSF/SPT

Besides the survey area, the main difference between the surveys was the detector array; the
field in general has been characterized by rapidly increasing channel count and additional
information (polarization, in particular).

The SPT-SZ and SPTpol observations have led to groundbreaking results that have moved
the field of CMB research forward in significant ways. These results include the first galaxy
clusters discovered using the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect [5] and the first detection of the
elusive “B-mode” pattern in the polarization of the CMB [6].

The third-generation camera for SPT, SPT-3G, [7] was deployed during Austral summer
2016-17 (first light January 30, 2017) and delivers a large improvement in sensitivity over the
already impressive SPT-SZ and SPTpol surveys. This increase in sensitivity comes from two
technological advances:
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The SPT-SZ and SPTpol observations have led to groundbreaking results that have moved
the field of CMB research forward in significant ways. These results include the first galaxy
clusters discovered using the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect [5] and the first detection of the
elusive “B-mode” pattern in the polarization of the CMB [6].

The third-generation camera for SPT, SPT-3G, [7] was deployed during Austral summer
2016-17 (first light January 30, 2017) and delivers a large improvement in sensitivity over the
already impressive SPT-SZ and SPTpol surveys. This increase in sensitivity comes from two
technological advances:

• Improved wide-field optical design that allows more than twice as many optical elements
in the focal plane, and

• Detector pixels sensitive to multiple observing bands in a single detector element.

The sensitivity of the SPT-3G receiver will lead to precise constraints on the sum of the
neutrino masses and potentially deliver a detection of the primordial B-mode signal from a
background of gravitational waves from the epoch of inflation.

2 Computing Requirements

The significant advances in sensitivity delivered by the SPT-3G receiver come primarily from
increasing the number of detectors at the focal plane of the telescope by an order of mag-
nitude. With this comes a concomitant increase in the requirements for data storage and
computing needs. For a five-year observation time, an estimated 1.2 PB of storage and 150M
CPU hours are required. This is a far greater storage and computing need than any other
CMB observatory currently in operation. The SPT collaboration engaged with the Open Sci-
ence Grid (OSG) [8] group at University of Chicago to maintain data analysis and storage
infrastructure at both the South Pole and at the University of Chicago for the SPT-3G collab-
oration. The collaboration has decided to utilize a high throughput computing model, a first
for a CMB experiment.

3 South Pole Computing

The main tasks for the South Pole computing infrastucture are:

• Perform first-pass data analysis and lossy compression for transfer over satellite, and

• Store full-fidelity data set for retrieval during the Austral summer.

The lossy compression to transfer science data over satellite is necessary, as there are
only 125 GB per day allocated to SPT for data transfer on the South Pole Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System Relay (SPTR) [9]. The experiment produces roughly 400 GB per day
of data. The remaining data is stored in full-fidelity at the pole, such that it can be retrieved
by collaboration members during the austral summer.

At the South Pole, OSG staff deployed new computing infrastructure during the Austral
summer 2016-17. The new hardware consists of six servers and two storage chassis.

A single storage controller node for the two storage chassis. One of the servers acts
as a hypervisor that hosts central services such as Domain Name System, a Network File
System (NFS) server, a login node, and a Puppet [10] server. The three remaining servers
are utilized as worker nodes for an HTCondor [11] cluster. All machines of the same model
have the same hardware configuration, such that they can act as a hot spare in case one of the
machines catastrophically fails. Similarly, the HTCondor pool servers have fairly large local
storage that can be used as replacement disks in the storage chassis

The storage chassis are used to provide a large storage pool for data analysis at the South
Pole and as a data store for data that cannot be transferred via satellite. The large storage pool
is managed using ZFS [12] and exported to the servers using NFS. The other storage chassis
is configured as a "just a bunch of disks" (JBOD). This is done to allow for data retrieval at
the end of every Austral summer, i.e. disks filled with data are replaced with new disks for
the upcoming season of data-taking. The current plan is to swap out the required hard drives
every season and replace them with previously used hard drives from the previous observation
year.
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Figure 2. Overview of data and job flow for SPT. Credit: NSF/SPT/NASA

4 Northern Hemisphere Computing

The computing infrastructure in the northern hemisphere consists of two pieces: data man-
agement and data analysis. The data transfer from the South Pole is handled through the
infrastructure provided by the United States Antarctic Program (USAP). The daily SPT data
transfer is retrieved from USAP’s servers in Denver, CO to a dedicated server at the University
of Chicago. From this server, the data is added to OSG Stash, a Ceph [13]-based filesystem
located at the University of Chicago and available to users of the OSG, and replicated to the
High Performance Storage System (HPSS) tape archival system at DOE’s National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Labora-
tory [14] using Globus Online [15] file tranfer service, see Figure 2.

Figure 3. Summary of monthly Wall Hours used by SPT across the OSG.

The University of Chicago OSG group set up two dedicated servers to allow the col-
laboration to perform interactive data analysis and submit large data reduction pipelines to
the opportunistic computing pool on OSG, see Figure 3 for OSG usage. The collaboration
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The University of Chicago OSG group set up two dedicated servers to allow the col-
laboration to perform interactive data analysis and submit large data reduction pipelines to
the opportunistic computing pool on OSG, see Figure 3 for OSG usage. The collaboration

has yet to fully meet its computing requirements as the experiment has been having start-up
difficulties. In addition to the servers, we deployed a copy of the SPT-3G software depen-
dencies across the OSG and on the two dedicated nodes using the CERN-VM Filesystem
(CVMFS) [16]. To allow for interactive data analysis, we have deployed a JupyterHub [17]
instance on each server. The users can access the SPT data on OSG workers nodes using
GridFTP [18] from OSG Stash.

To suplement the opportunistic computing pool provided by OSG, the University of
Chicago staff utilized Virtual Clusters for Community Computation [19] project to add ded-
icated resources from campus clusters to the SPT computing pool. In production, we have
connected the Hoffman2 [20] cluster at University of California, Los Angeles to the SPT
resource pool. We are currently testing connecting the University of Chicago’s Midway clus-
ter [21] and the NERSC’s Cori [22] to the resource pool.

5 Conclusion

We have described the computing workflow for the SPT 3G telescope both on site and at the
University of Chicago. SPT using OSG as its predominant computing resource is the first
instance in which a CMB telescope has used either OSG or a distributed computing model;
the success of this approach paves the way for further use in upcoming challenges for CMB
data analysis, in particular the upcoming CMB-S4 experiment.
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